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CONTEXT
Acceso a la Justicia in its report denounced that, along 2019, a State of Fact was consolidated in
Venezuela, not only for lack of both any institutionality whatsoever and rule of law, but because there
is not public branch whatsoever, except for the National Assembly, that was elected or appointed as
per stated in the Constitution.
Nicolás Maduro, on January 10, as President of the Republic in its second term, took oath before
the Supreme Tribunal of Justice and not before the National Assembly, as the Constitution states
in its article 231. Said swearing in was besides done on the basis of an election held ahead of the
constitutional term (May 2018 instead of December of that year) and under conditions absolutely
foreign to the legality and democracy. Given the lack of swearing in of Maduro, the National Assembly
appointed the president of the Assembly as interim president until the holding of new elections.
Neither the justices of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice have been elected as required, either because
they were not designated by the competent organ, which is the current national Assembly, or because
many of the ones selected do not fulfill the requirements necessary to fill the position.
During 2019, the Constituent National Assembly, which is sort of a parallel parliament, kept working,
installed since 2017, which was not convoked by the people, as the Constitution demands, but by the
president of the Republic, and has neither worked on its mandate which is making a new constitution.
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The People’s Defender, the General Attorney and the General Comptroller were appointed in 2018 by
the Constituent Assembly and not by the parliament, even though the Constitution so demands. Also,
the members of the National Electoral Council were neither appointed by the National Assembly, as
required as per the Constitution, but by the Supreme Tribunal of Justice.
In such manner the only legitimate and constitutional state organ that is left is the National Assembly,
despite its decisions are not executory since its election, because the top tribunal has made it impossible
with 119 decisions against it, beginning on December 2015 (date of its election) until December 2019.
Given the lack of a checks and balance system as stated in the Constitution of 1999, the political regime
reinforced in 2019 the concentration of power on Nicolas Maduro Moros, keeping the declaration of
the state of exception due to economic emergency that exists since 2016, which the Constitution
allows for a maximum of 120 days. In 2019 it reached its twenty-third prorogation, neither having the
parliament’s approval nor having notified the Secretary General of the United Nations of its existence.

Persecution
and repression
Along last year the organization witnessed
how the dismantling process of the
National Assembly accelerated, with a
barrage of actions against representatives
that presumably participated in the socalled Freedom Operation (Operacion
Libertad) and who witnessed the events
occurred on April 30 in the vicinity of La
Carlota Air Base in Caracas. In total, the
Supreme Tribunal of Justice in its Plenary
Chamber tried 24 representatives and
violated its parliamentary immunity.
2019 closed with two representatives in
jail, Juan Requesens, who was already detained in 2019 and Gilber Caro, who had been freed in June
of 2019, and even though disappeared and was again arbitrarily detained at the end of the year. The
vice-president of the NA, Edgar Zambrano was also incarcerated in 2019, but was freed 4 months later.
Acceso a la Justicia observed that in 2019 the number of opposition representatives, victims of some
kind of persecution not only by the TSJ, but also by security forces of the State and irregular groups,
increased to the point that the number of parliamentarians in exiled reached 28.
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From this political persecution to which opposition representatives have been subjected in 2019, the
Legislative Branch was left with 4 empty seats, situation that worsens, no doubt, the political and
institutional crisis existing in the country, specifically by the loss of parliamentary representation of
thousands of electors, necessary condition for guaranteeing the working of the democratic system.
Add to this difficult panorama that, after almost ten years of initiated the process against judge Maria
Loures Afiuni, so terrible drama is relived in March when tribunal 17 of first instance in control functions
issued a definitive decision that condemns her to five years of imprisonment. This decision is ratified
in October by the Appellate Court, notwithstanding the judge had already been in prison for that term.
Still she is subject to substitute measures. On 4th of July the measures are lifted, but the prohibition to
leave the country and to declare to mass media, and on social media, is kept.
The Office of the High Commissioner for the Human Rights asked for her full release, but it is not
granted, so the “afiuni effect” is still alive. That is, a judge that does not bend to the government could
be not only terminated without procedure whatsoever, but incarcerated and tortured.

Against University Autonomy
By mid-2019 the university autonomy and academic
freedom was undermined again.

After the Supreme Tribunal of Justice has for
almost a decade prevented the celebration of
elections in most public universities, in August
2019 its Constitutional Chamber issued the
polarizing decision number 324, in which it ordered
Venezuela’s Central, Zulia, Carabobo, Nacional
Experimental del Tachira, Nacional Experimental
de Puerto Ordaz, de Los Andes, Simón Bolívar and
Centro Occidental Lisandro Alvarado Universities,
to hold in six most the elections to renew provost
and dean authorities under the threat to authorize
the government to temporarily appoint them.
After this decision, Acceso a la Justicia would
devote 2019 to denounce the multiple irregularities in which the top tribunal incurred in its decision,
and specially, alert of the threat that this decision represents against university autonomy by stipulating
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an electoral system foreign to university regulations to elect the university authorities. The decision
orders applying a parity system stipulated in 2009 Education Organic Law that gives the same weight
to a professor’s vote than to that of a student, and administrative worker or a blue collar worker, which
is contrary to the Constitution and the Universities Law.

Justice System Performance
In 2019, The Supreme Tribunal of Justice continued
the tradition that instated in 2012 of not publishing its
performance report and last year the country had to conform
again with the limited data that its president Justice Maikel
Moreno, gave during its judicial year opening speech, held
on January 31, 2020. The Justice only informed that, along
2019, the organization solved 2.893 issues, number that
shows a drop of almost a third, if you compare it with the
4.400 issues of year 2018. However, it did not specify,
as did his predecessors in the position in the past, how
many cases the top judicial instance received in the same
period of time. Likewise, it highlighted the decisions that
the Plenary Chamber issued against several opposition
representatives to whom it stripped of its parliamentary
immunity due to its alleged participation in the events of
April 30, 2019.
The president of the Supreme tribunal more than presenting
a balance of the decisions taken by the judges aimed its speech at attacking and threatening the
opposition. Among other statements, he stated that “the people of Venezuela rejects the pretenses
of the traitors, those that covered by the powers that the people gave them decided to give them its
back to unite in a complot with foreign governments and its lackeys”, at the same time he stated that:
“Justice will firmly reach those responsible of the damages that they pretend to do to the whole country
and its noble and brave people”.
Moreno in his speech informed that in 2019 the Judicial Branch, leaving the top tribunal aside, received
368.283 cases and solved 435.224, number that is 73% lower, if compared to the 1.591.661 case-files
that in 2016 the Supreme Tribunal of Justice itself informed that it decided.
In 2019 Acceso a la Justicia denounced the consolidation by the top tribunal of the country of a practice
that became quite common in the cases of the opposition representatives tried, -that had already
occurred in 2017 in some of its decisions against opposition mayors in the context of the massive
protests of that year-, of sentencing without the required publication of the text of the decision, or
sometimes without a decision, but via a press release. This happened to 20 of the 24 representatives
tried by the Supreme Tribunal of Justice in 2019.
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Special reports

Acceso a la Justicia prepared in 2019 two specials. One related to the absolute taking of power by the
political regime that began governing since 1999. In this report it is described how the country begins
to live a process of justice co-opting, that progressively leads it to the demolition of the rule of law,
institutional dissolution and lastly, to the absence of democracy. The second is an analysis of a draft of
a constitution that circulated in the press in 2018, whose text is very similar to the constitutional reform
proposal of 2007 that was rejected on a referendum, and despite that, the governing political regime
has been implanting in the country.
In the first special investigation it is denounced that to reach its objective of obtaining absolute power,
it was crucial the control over the justice system in general, which was leading to the institutional
distortions and dismantling of the constitutional State stipulated in the Constitution of 1999
This has worsened with the defeat of the government’s party in the parliamentary elections of 2015, in
which a fierce fight against the Legislative Branch began, in which the role performed by the Judicial
Branch has been key, specially, that of its top tribunal.
Simultaneously it makes reference to the eternal state of exception that Maduro’s government has
imposed, which has allowed him to govern via decree-laws since 2016, for which it has absolute
control over the budget and the country resources without accountability to the Legislative Branch.
Since 2017 the country’s budget has not been published.
In the report it is also recalled that the chavismo has managed to control other branches like the
Electoral National Council (CNE) whose members have been appointed in several occasions by the
Supreme Tribunal of Justice and not by the National Assembly as the Constitution mandates, thus
guaranteeing its partisanship.
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Notwithstanding, in the report it is warned that this policy would not have been possible without
the concurrence of the Supreme Tribunal of Justice, which is under chavism’s domain almost since
it reached power in 1999. Although also it is recalled that over time, the government’s party has
managed to strengthen that control via questionable legal reforms that have increased the number
of members of the top tribunal, with procedures of Justices selection that are unconstitutional or by
appointing people that do not meet the requirements to fill those positions.
As has been said, all along 2019, Acceso a la Justicia also prepared a special report from a draft of
constitution that circulated in the press and apparently was filtered, which contains similarities with the
rejected constitutional reform proposal that the late Hugo Chavez presented in 2007.
The proposal assumes, in good measure, the “constitutionalization” of the legal regime contained in
the “Laws of the Popular Power”, issued after 2010, which have gradually dismantled the competences
and services of states and municipalities with the implantation of a communal State.
Likewise, it negates the validity of the principle of judicial independence by establishing judges’
subordination to the government’s political project, represented by the so-called “Fatherland’s Plan”
(Plan de la Patria). That is, that from the validity of that new constitution, the government’s plan or
Fatherland’s plan, would be the true Constitution.
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